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Organic–inorganic metal halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs) 
have reached a remarkable certified power conversion effi-
ciency (PCE) of 25.2% (ref. 1). Perovskite/perovskite tan-

dem solar cells are promising to further improve the PCE and even 
break the Shockley–Queisser radiative limits for single-junction 
solar cells2–5. Recent advances in the low-bandgap mixed tin (Sn)–
lead (Pb) iodide PSCs have enabled the fabrication of efficient 
perovskite/perovskite tandem solar cells in both two-terminal (2-T) 
and four-terminal configurations, with PCEs that reach more than 
24 and 25%, respectively6,7. Despite the impressive progress8–14, the 
current state-of-the-art mixed Sn–Pb PSCs exhibit an important 
shortcoming: they are either efficient or stable, but not both.

The high-efficiency PSCs typically use formamidinium/meth-
ylammonium (FA/MA)-based mixed Sn–Pb perovskite absorb-
ers with a high MA proportion (≥30 mol%) (refs. 15–20). The high 
MA proportion leads to large perovskite grains that are critical to 
realize high PCEs21–23. However, including a high proportion of 
volatile MA cations makes the devices unstable against heat and 
light stresses24–28. Alternatively, MA-free FA/caesium (Cs)-based 
mixed Sn–Pb perovskite absorbers exhibit a high device stability  
under illumination. Recently, a stable operation of PSCs based on  
FA0.75Cs0.25Sn0.4Pb0.6I3 absorbers for up to 1,000 h was demon-
strated10. For the FA/Cs-based mixed Sn–Pb PSCs, Cs was used 
to stabilize the perovskite phase, which boosted the performance 
and stability5. However, the incorporation of a substantial amount 
of Cs accelerates the perovskite crystallization process, which leads 
to small grain sizes and a substantial number of grain boundaries, 
which compromise the PCE of the resultant PSCs29,30. A viable way to  

overcome this dilemma is to synthesize high-quality FA-based 
mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films with large grains but a low MA pro-
portion. However, the current fabrication processes of mixed Sn–Pb 
PSCs are incapable of realizing the aforementioned goal.

The most commonly used process to fabricate a high PCE 
mixed Sn–Pb PSCs is one-step antisolvent-assisted spin coating17. 
This process has been advanced recently by the achievements with 
high-efficiency PSCs. For instance, the incorporation of a small 
dose of cadmium ions into FA0.5MA0.45Cs0.05Pb0.5Sn0.5I3 demon-
strated an enhanced electron diffusion length, which enabled mixed 
Sn–Pb PSCs with a PCE of about 20.0% (ref. 9). Moreover, a strategy 
that used metallic tin to suppress Sn2+ oxidation via a compropor-
tionation process has been developed. The single-junction FA0.7MA
0.3Pb0.5Sn0.5I3 PSCs that utilize the Sn reduction strategy have deliv-
ered a PCE of 21.1%, which enabled the fabrication of perovskite/
perovskite tandem solar cells with a PCE of 24.8% (ref. 6). Despite the 
recent progress, this one-step deposition method has its limitation 
in preparing high-quality large-grained mixed Sn–Pb perovskite 
films in which the MA proportion is below 30 mol% (ref. 17).

Here we report a two-step bilayer interdiffusion growth (BIG) 
strategy to successfully reduce the MA proportion to 10% with-
out compromising grain size and device performance. We fur-
ther applied pyrrolidinium thiocyanate (PySCN) to form the 
one-dimensional (1D) PySnxPb1–xI3 perovskite which passivates 
the film surface and grain boundaries31,32. As a result, the carrier 
lifetime of thick mixed Sn-Pb perovskite films increased to 1.1 μs, 
which is essential for an efficient photoexcited charge carrier col-
lection in a thick absorber layer7. The incorporation of PySCN also 
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improves the junction quality at the perovskite/electron transport 
layer (ETL) interface, which boosts the open circuit voltage (VOC) 
to 0.865 V. Our champion device based on the FA-based mixed 
Sn–Pb perovskite absorbers delivers a PCE of 20.4% (20.3%) mea-
sured under a reverse (forward) voltage scan, which is comparable 
with the best FA/MA-based mixed Sn–Pb PSCs6,7. Benefiting from 
the reduced MA content and improved perovskite film quality, 
our mixed Sn–Pb PSCs show excellent stability against light and 
heat. An encapsulated mixed Sn–Pb PSC retained 92% of its ini-
tial efficiency after 450 h of continuous operation under one sun 
illumination.

BIg of FA-based Sn–Pb perovskites
The two-step sequential deposition technique is widely used to fab-
ricate high-efficiency pure-Pb PSCs due to its simple and precise 
process control as well as its good reproducibility33. However, no 
success has been realized in mixed Sn–Pb perovskites with a Sn ratio 
of ~50% due to the rapid crystallization of Sn-based perovskites34. 
We first tested the synthesis of mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films via 
the conventional two-step method33. On spin coating the for-
mamidinium iodide (FAI)/methylammonium chloride (MACl) in 
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solution on a predeposited tin(ii) iodide  
(SnI2)/lead iodide (PbI2) film, the film turned black rapidly, which 
is due to the stronger reaction of Sn2+ than that of Pb2+ with FAI34. 
The rapid formation of small-sized perovskite grains blocks the  
diffusion of the organic halide salts, which results in organic res-
idues on the surface and unreacted SnI2/PbI2 at the bottom after 
annealing (Supplementary Fig. 1). The excess organic impurities 
cause excessive non-radiative recombination, whereas the unre-
acted SnI2/PbI2 hinders charge transport, which limit the device 
performance (Supplementary Fig. 2)35.

To overcome the above issues, we designed the two-step BIG pro-
cess with a prolonged ion diffusion and exchange stage to enable the 
full conversion of SnI2/PbI2 into the perovskite phase, which allows 
for an increased grain size of mixed Sn–Pb perovskites with a low 
MA concentration. Figure 1a illustrates the process flow diagram 
of our BIG process. We employed additional methylammonium 
thiocyanate (MASCN) (25 mol%) in the first-step SnI2/PbI2 precur-
sor solution to promote the formation of mixed Sn–Pb perovskite 
nanocrystallites that help suppress the preferential rapid reac-
tion between SnI2 and FAI in the next step. MASCN was selected 
because SCN ions exhibit a stronger bonding with Sn ions than 
that of halogen ions and can help suppress the oxidization of Sn2+  
(ref. 34). The SnI2/PbI2/MASCN precursor solution was first spin 
coated on a substrate, and an FAI/IPA solution was subsequently 
spin coated to form a bilayer precursor film. An interdiffusion stage 
at a low temperature of 50 °C was applied to promote the diffu-
sion of FA ions and exchange of FA/MA cations, which allowed the 
coalescence of the bilayer and completed the conversion of precur-
sors to the perovskite phase. This stage also enabled a final anneal-
ing temperature of 120 °C, which provides sufficient thermal energy 
to promote grain growth and eliminate organic residues.

We tracked and analysed the evolution of the crystal phase and 
microstructure of the mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films during the 
BIG process by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) measurements (Fig. 1b–i). The XRD pattern 
of a spin-coated SnI2/PbI2/MASCN precursor film shows a small 
peak at ~14.15° (Fig. 1b), which corresponds to the (110) plane 
of MASn0.5Pb0.5I3 (ref. 36). The low peak intensity indicates that 
MASn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskite nanocrystallites have already formed 
in the as-prepared precursor film. The existence of solvents pre-
vented their further growth. After a FAI/IPA solution was spin 
coated onto the SnI2/PbI2/MASCN precursor film, the XRD peak 
of the (110) plane shifted to a lower angle of ~14° with a slightly 
increased peak intensity (Fig. 1c), which indicates that that FA cat-
ions reacted with metal halides and started to form the FA-based 

perovskites. The top-view SEM image in Fig. 1d shows that small 
(average size of 300–500 nm) but distinct grains were formed dur-
ing this early stage, which correlates with the stronger XRD peak 
intensity. The corresponding cross-sectional SEM image (Fig. 1g) 
further reveals that the grains were formed in a bilayer structure 
that consisted of an upper layer of FA-based perovskite and a lower 
perovskite layer, which contained unreacted SnI2/PbI2/MASCN 
precursor complexes. A 50 °C annealing stage was then applied to 
promote FA diffusion and FA/MA ion exchange. The XRD pat-
tern of a 50 °C annealed film (Fig. 1b) shows no obvious changes 
in the peak intensity or location, which indicates the lack of suf-
ficient thermal energy to promote grain growth. The top-view SEM 
image of this stage (Fig. 1e) shows the coalescence of grains, which 
results in a more uniform and smoother surface compared with that 
of the as-prepared film (Fig. 1d). The cross-sectional SEM (Fig. 1h) 
shows that the bilayer grains merged into a monolayer, which indi-
cates the interdiffusion/ion exchange between the upper FA-based 
perovskite layer and the lower precursor complex layer21. The 
final annealing at a relatively high temperature of 120 °C dramati-
cally increased the diffraction peak intensity in the XRD pattern  
(Fig. 1b), which indicates an enhanced grain size and crystallinity of 
the film. Additionally, the (110) peak shifted slightly towards a lower 
angle (13.98°), which is attributed to further MA/FA ion exchange 
promoted by the higher thermal energy. No SnI2/PbI2 residual peak 
was detected by XRD, which confirms the complete conversion of 
SnI2/PbI2 into the perovskite phase. The high-temperature anneal-
ing promoted grain growth to an average size of over 1 μm (Fig. 1f) 
and eliminated horizontal grain boundaries (Fig. 1i).

The diffusion stage at 50 °C is critical to the synthesis of 
high-quality thick mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films. We first explored 
the annealing of the as-prepared film directly at 120 °C and found 
a layer of unreacted SnI2/PbI2 at the bottom of the perovskite layer 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The metal iodide residues impeded the 
extraction at the interface between the mixed Sn–Pb perovskite 
absorber layer and the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyr
ene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) hole-transport layer (HTL), which lim-
ited the performance of the resultant PSCs (Supplementary Fig. 4). 
The incomplete perovskite conversion is probably due to the fast 
evaporation of solvent at a high temperature, which causes insuf-
ficient diffusion of FAI into the layer underneath. Thus, a diffu-
sion stage at a mild temperature is needed to ensure a sufficient ion 
exchange. However, the diffusion stage cannot be too long because a 
longer duration (for example, 7 or 15 min) enlarges the grain size of 
the perovskite (Supplementary Fig. 5a–d), but severely deteriorates 
the crystallinity and grain integrity of the final perovskite films, 
which show eroded and porous grains (Supplementary Fig. 5e–h). 
The XRD measurements (Supplementary Fig. 6) of the films with 
longer diffusion-stage durations show lower peak intensities than 
that of the film annealed for three minutes, which corresponds to a 
decreased crystallinity and undesirable film morphology.

The degradation caused by long-duration diffusion is attrib-
uted to the dynamic change of solvents in the film at this stage. 
We used temperature-programmed desorption mass spectrom-
etry (TPD-MS) to track the volatile species released from the 50 °C 
annealed perovskite film. We observed a high partial pressure of 
IPA at a relatively low temperature of ~50 °C and the release of 
dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) at 
a higher temperature (~60 °C), along with the vaporization of 
excess FA in the form of its derivative fragments (Supplementary  
Fig. 7). Therefore, if the duration of pre-annealing at 50 °C exceeds 
its proper processing window, IPA will evaporate and the remain-
ing DMF/DMSO will re-dissolve and erode the perovskite during 
the diffusion stage. Also, the result shows that if the diffusion-stage 
temperature exceeds 60 °C, a faster evaporation of DMSO, DMF and 
FA gases will lead to incomplete conversion, as in the case of direct 
high-temperature annealing (Supplementary Fig. 6). Therefore, the 
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optimal duration (about three minutes) and pre-annealing tempera-
ture (50 °C) are desirable for the diffusion stage of the BIG process, 
which leads to high-quality mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films.

The thickness of mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films is determined by 
the concentration of the SnI2/PbI2 precursor solution. The perovskite 
film thickness increases from 600 ± 55 to 960 ± 91 nm by chang-
ing the concentration of the SnI2/PbI2/MASCN precursor solution 
from 1.4 to 1.7 M (Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9). For the mixed 
Sn–Pb perovskite, although a thicker absorber layer is preferred to 
ensure sufficient light absorption3,9,18, the sub-bandgap defect state 
density increases with increases in the bulk volume of the film, as 
evident from the increasing Urbach energy measured by photother-
mal deflection spectroscopy (PDS) (Supplementary Fig. 9). These 
sub-bandgap defect states cause charge recombination, which short-
ens the carrier lifetime and so lowers the VOC and fill factor (FF) for 
the thicker mixed Sn–Pb PSCs (Supplementary Fig. 10). To balance 
the trade-off between increasing photon absorption and avoiding 
defect formation, an optimal thickness of 900 ± 69 nm by using the 
1.6 M precursor solution was selected. The mixed Sn–Pb perovskite 
film prepared by the BIG method showed a carrier lifetime of 565 ns 
and an Urbach energy of 26.7 ± 1 meV, which are comparable to 
those of the single-step processed (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 perovskite 
films (Supplementary Fig. 11). The long carrier lifetime and low 
defect density are desired for high-performance PSCs7.

To evaluate the photovoltaic performance of the mixed Sn–Pb 
perovskite films prepared by the BIG process, we utilized this method 
to fabricate PSCs with a p–i–n configuration of glass/indium tin 
oxide (ITO)/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/fullerene (C60)/bathocuproine 
(BCP)/Ag. It is known that the addition of alkali cations, such as Cs+ 

and Rb+, is beneficial to the device performance because the cations 
can increase entropy, modify the tolerance factor and reduce lattice 
strains12,37–40. Here, 5 mol% caesium iodide (CsI) was incorporated 
to improve the reproducibility and eliminate the hysteresis in cur-
rent density–voltage (J–V) measurements (Supplementary Fig. 12) 
of the mixed Sn–Pb PSCs without changing the chemical phase and 
microstructure of the perovskite thin films (Supplementary Fig. 13). 
The bandgap of the Cs-containing mixed Sn–Pb film measured by 
spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) is 1.28 eV (Supplementary Fig. 14), 
which is consistent with that of other mixed Sn–Pb perovskites with 
a Sn/Pb atomic ratio of 1:1 reported in the literature41,42. We fabri-
cated 30 PSCs using the BIG-processed mixed Sn–Pb perovskite 
absorber layers, and the statistics of the photovoltaic parameters are 
summarized in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 15.  
The average PCEs of the PSCs that contained 5 mol% CsI are 
18.91 ± 0.36% (18.86 ± 0.35%) under a reverse (forward) voltage 
scan, which shows negligible J–V hysteresis (Supplementary Fig. 12).

Impact of MA concentration on film thermal stability
1H NMR spectroscopy was used to quantitatively analyse the molar 
ratio of FA/MA in the BIG-processed mixed Sn–Pb perovskite 
films. We made several perovskite films using the BIG process and 
scraped the perovskite powders from the substrates. The perovskite 
powders were then dissolved in DMSO-d6 for the 1H NMR mea-
surement, and the spectrum is shown in Supplementary Fig. 16. 
The histogram analysis of the normalized NMR peak intensities 
that correspond to individual chemical species is shown in Fig. 2a, 
from which the composition of our BIG-processed mixed Sn–Pb 
perovskite is estimated to be about FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3.
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We then performed TPD-MS measurements to compare the 
thermal stability of a BIG-processed FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 
perovskite film with a (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 film prepared by the 
one-step method. The (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 film released MA 
(CH3NH2) and hydroiodic acid (HI) gas species at a low temperature 
of ~68 °C and became more pronounced with increasing tempera-
ture, which indicates the commencement of thermal decomposition 
at ~68 °C (Fig. 2b). In contrast, the FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 film 
prepared by the BIG method showed a much improved thermal 
stability, with MA and FA fragments released at ~125 °C (Fig. 2c 
and Supplementary Fig. 17). Interestingly, the release of the HI sig-
nal starts later than that of the organic species at ~170 °C, which 
indicates the lower MA content makes the mixed Sn–Pb perovskite 
more thermally stable. We then performed a more thorough ther-
mal stability study of various mixed Sn–Pb films and confirmed that 
reducing the MA content is, indeed, beneficial for the stability of 
mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films (Supplementary Figs. 18 and 19).

A time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (TOF–
SIMS) measurement was performed to probe the depth profile of 
a FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskite film. As shown in Fig. 2d, 
the signals that correspond to Sn2+, Pb2+, I− and FA+ are almost con-
stant throughout the film thickness, which indicates the uniform 
distribution of these elements. Interestingly, the MA+ signal shows a 
decreasing gradient from the film surface (0 nm) to the perovskite/
ITO glass interface, whereas the signal of Cs+ shows a positive gra-
dient. Although the unusual increased signal intensity in the sur-
face region (~50 nm) could be due to the degradation during sample 
shipment or to ion-beam damage43, the trends of MA+ and Cs+ are 
complementary in the bulk of the perovskite. The higher concentra-
tion of Cs+ at the bottom may be due to the lower diffusion coeffi-
cient of Cs+ than that of MA+. The component distribution indicates 

the MA concentration is relatively higher in the surface region than 
in the film bulk region, as illustrated in Fig. 2e. The MA ions in the 
surface are easier to decompose by heat and light stresses, which 
is in good agreement with the short release period of MA species 
(Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 20). The formed MA and I vacan-
cies lead to the formation of recombination centres, which degrade 
the PSC performance44–46. Therefore, a strategy to passivate the top 
surface of BIG-processed mixed Sn–Pb perovskite films is needed.

Surface passivation using 1D pyrrolidine perovskite
We introduced the 1D PySnxPb1–xI3 perovskite to passiv-
ate the surface and grain boundaries of our BIG-processed 
FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskite films. The impact of the 
PySCN proportion on the chemical phase and microstructure of 
mixed Sn–Pb perovskites was studied (Supplementary Figs. 21 and 
22)31. When the PySCN proportion was increased to 5 mol%, the 
grain size reduced and pinholes and voids between grains formed 
(Supplementary Fig. 22d). The voids cause undesirable recombina-
tion, which adversely affects the device performance. Incorporation 
of an optimal proportion (1.5 mol%) of PySCN enhanced the 
photoluminescence (PL) emission and increases the mean car-
rier lifetime from 670 ns to 1.1 μs (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 
23). The microsecond lifetime is comparable with the lifetime of 
high-quality FA/MA-based mixed Sn–Pb perovskites7. The pro-
longed carrier lifetime is attributed to the grain-boundary passiv-
ation by 1D PySnxPb1–xI3 perovskites. The surface potential mapping 
shows a more pronounced upward potential bending at the grain 
boundaries of the mixed Sn–Pb film after the addition of PySCN 
(Supplementary Fig. 24), which indicates a stronger electron attrac-
tion and hole repulsion at grain boundaries, known as a feature of 
defect passivation47.
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The formation of 1D PySnxPb1–xI3 perovskites on the surface of 
mixed Sn–Pb perovskite absorber layers also favourably influences 
junction quality, as revealed by cross-sectional Kelvin probe force 
microscopy (KPFM) measurements. The potential line profiles, 
potential differences with respect to the zero bias and electrical-field 
difference are shown in Supplementary Fig. 25 and Fig. 3b,c. 
Without the PySCN incorporation, a small peak is seen at the HTL/
perovskite junction in the profiles of the electrical-field differences 
measured with various bias, besides the main peak at the perovskite/
ETL junction (Fig. 3b). However, with 1.5 mol% PySCN incorpora-
tion, the peak at the HTL/perovskite junction disappeared to leave 
only the peak at the perovskite/ETL junction (Fig. 3c). This behav-
iour is clear evidence of improved junctions, as we demonstrated 
previously in various perovskite device configurations48–50. This 
positive effect on junction quality and enhanced carrier lifetime led 
to an improved VOC and FF when a small amount of PySCN was 
incorporated. The VOC reached a maximum when the incorporation 
of PySCN reached 1.5 mol% (Supplementary Fig. 26).

Performance and stability of single-junction and tandem 
PSCs
We fabricated single-junction mixed Sn–Pb PSCs using the 1.5 mol%- 
PySCN-incorporated FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskites as the 
absorber layers. Figure 4a shows the histogram of the PCEs of 30 
cells. The detailed photovoltaic parameters of the PCSs are shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 27 and Supplementary Table 2, and show good 
reproducibility and negligible J–V hysteresis. Noticeable improve-
ments in VOC and FF due to the PySnxPb1–xI3 passivation were 
observed. Figure 4b shows the J–V curves of the best-performing 
device measured under reverse and forward voltage scans. The cell 
delivered a PCE of 20.4 (20.3)%, a VOC of 0.865 (0.864) V, a short cir-
cuit current (JSC) of 29.81 (29.85) mA–cm–2 and a FF of 79.1 (78.7)% 
under the reverse (forward) voltage scan. The JSC values match 
well with the integrated photocurrent density of 29.33 mA cm–2 
deduced from the external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum 
(Fig. 4c). More importantly, the FA-based mixed Sn–Pb PSCs show 
decent operational stability. As shown in Fig. 4g, an encapsulated 
FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 cell retained 92% of its original effi-
ciency after maximum power point (MPP) tracking for 450 h under 
continuous one sun illumination. This robust operational stability 
is mainly attributed to the BIG-processed FA-based mixed Sn–Pb 
perovskite after comparing devices with different compositions and 

passivation (Supplementary Figs. 28 and 29). Moreover, we per-
formed an accelerated thermal degradation test of mixed Sn–Pb 
PSCs following the perovskite community consensus47. We found 
that the BIG-processed FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 PSCs demon-
strated a considerably improved intrinsic thermal stability com-
pared with that of the conventional (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 when 
aged at 85 °C in nitrogen (Supplementary Fig. 30). It has been found 
that the thermal stability of most mixed Sn–Pb PSCs is limited by 
the use of acidic PEDOT:PSS and corrosive Ag electrode14. The 
real-world applications of mixed Sn–Pb PSCs require more stable 
HTLs, electrodes and encapsulation techniques.

The stable low-bandgap FA-based mixed Sn–Pb PSCs enabled 
us to fabricate stable 2-T perovskite/perovskite tandem solar cells. 
The tandem cells, which consisted of 1.73 eV wide-bandgap top 
subcells and 1.28 eV BIG-processed low-bandgap bottom subcells 
were fabricated following a procedure reported previously19. The 
device architecture is depicted in Supplementary Fig. 31, and the 
corresponding cross-sectional SEM image is shown in Fig. 4d. 
Benefiting from the high-quality mixed Sn–Pb subcell prepared by 
the BIG process with the PySnxPb1–xI3 passivation, the champion 
tandem cell exhibited a PCE of 23.3% (23.3%), with a high VOC of 
1.943 (1.937) V, JSC of 15.1 (15.2) mA cm–2 and FF of 79.3% (79%) 
under the reverse (forward) voltage scan (Fig. 4e). The integrated 
JSC values for wide- and low-bandgap subcells calculated from the 
EQE spectra (Fig. 4f) were 15.0 and 14.8 mA cm–2, respectively, 
which are consistent with the JSC value from the J–V curves. The 
stable low-bandgap mixed Sn–Pb subcells enabled the stable opera-
tion of our perovskite/perovskite tandem solar cells. Figure 4g illus-
trates that an encapsulated 2-T perovskite/perovskite tandem solar 
cell retained 85% of its initial PCE after MMP tracking for more 
than 350 h under 1 sun illumination, which is remarkably improved 
compared with the device that used the conventional mixed Sn–Pb 
subcell (Supplementary Fig. 32).

Conclusions
In summary, we developed a two-step BIG process to fabricate 
high-efficiency and high-stability FA-based mixed Sn–Pb PSCs. The 
deposition process was systematically investigated to understand the 
perovskite formation mechanism. The mixed Sn–Pb absorber films 
exhibited large grains and a low MA concentration. Single-junction 
PSCs using the FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 absorber layers prepared 
by the BIG process achieved a best PCE of 20.4% and demonstrated 
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MPP stability for more than 450 h of continuous operation with a 
power loss of less than 10%. The stable low-bandgap mixed Sn–Pb 
PSCs enabled the fabrication of 2-T perovskite/perovskite tandem 
cells with PCEs that exceeded 23%. A tandem cell retained 85% of 
its initial PCE after 350 h of continuous operation under MPP track-
ing. Our BIG process paves a pathway to simultaneously maximize 
performance and stability for mixed Sn–Pb PSCs. However, further 
improvements in the design of the device architecture and selec-
tion of materials are needed to enable a better PCE and stability of 
tandem cells.

Methods
Materials. SnI2, lead thiocyanate, MACl, diethyl ether, tin(ii) fluoride, DMF and 
IPA were purchased from Aldrich Sigma. PbI2 and CsI were purchased from 
Alfa Aesar. FAI, methylammonium iodide, MASCN and PySCN were purchased 
from GreatCell Solar. Poly(triaryl amine) was purchased from Xi’an Polymer 
Light Technology Corp. PEDOT:PSS was purchased from Heraeus company. 
2,3,5,6-Tetrafuoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane and BCP were purchased 
from Jilin OLED Company. The ITO target and silver were purchased from  
Kurt J. Lesker.

One-step (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 low-bandgap perovskite precursor. The 
precursor solution was prepared by the same recipe reported in our previous 
work. SnI2 (372 mg), FAI (172 mg) and tin(ii) fluoride (15.6 mg) were dissolved 
in a mixed solvent of DMF (424 μl) and DMSO (212 μl) to prepare the FASnI3 
precursor solution. PbI2 (461 mg), methylammonium iodide (159 mg) and lead 
thiocyanate (11.3 mg) were dissolved in a mixed solvent of DMF (633 μl) and 
DMSO (71 μl). The two solutions were then mixed at the molar ratio of 6:4 to form 
the (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 precursor solution.

Two-step conventional mixed Sn–Pb low-bandgap perovskite precursor. 
PbI2 (345.8 mg) and SnI2 (279.5 mg) were dissolved in a mixed solvent of DMF 
(900 μl) and DMSO (100 μl) to form the first-step precursor solution. FAI 
(60 mg) and MACI (6 mg) were dissolved in IPA (1 μl) to form the second-step 
precursor.

Two-step BIG-processed FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 perovskite precursor. 
PbI2 (230.5 mg), SnI2 (186.3 mg), CsI (12.99 mg) and MASCN (22.54 mg) were 
dissolved in a DMF and DMSO mixed solvent for the FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 
precursor. CsI was removed from the recipe to prepare the FA-based mixed 
Sn–Pb perovskite without Cs+, with everything else kept the same. To change the 
precursor solution concentration, mixed DMF/DMSO solvents of 714/51, 667/47, 
625/44 and 588/42 μl were used to prepare the 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 M precursor 
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solution, respectively. An additional 1.3, 2.0 and 6.5 mg of PySCN were added to 
the precursor to form the 1, 1.5 and 5 mol%, respectively, PySnxPb1–xI3 passivation. 
FAI (60 mg) were dissolved in 1 μl of IPA to form the second-step precursor.

FA0.8Cs0.2Pb(I0.7Br0.3)3 wide-bandgap perovskite precursor. FAI (126.6 mg), CsI 
(47.8 mg), PbBr2 (152.0 mg) and PbI2 (233.2 mg) were dissolved in the mixed 
solvent of 750 μl of DMF and 250 μl of DMSO.

One-step (FASnI3)0.6(MAPbI3)0.4 low-bandgap PSC fabrication. The HTL 
PEDOT:PSS was spin coated on the ITO substrate at 4,000 r.p.m. for 50 s, followed 
by a 150 °C annealing for 15 min. The perovskite solution (40 μl) was spin coated 
onto the PEDOT:PSS layer at 5,000 r.p.m. for 60 s. Diethyl ether was applied 
dropwise onto the film 5 s from the start of the spin. The film was then transferred 
to a 100 °C hotplate for 7 min. After cooling to room temperature, the film was kept 
in a sealed box and then transferred to a Kurt J. Lesker thermal evaporation system. 
C60 (20 nm), BCP (5 nm) and Ag (80 nm) were sequentially evaporated on the 
perovskite film to form a PSC device. Unless otherwise mentioned, the HTL-, ETL- 
and electrode-fabrication processes were the same for other low-bandgap PSCs.

Two-step conventional mixed Sn–Pb low-bandgap PSC fabrication. A SnI2/
PbI2 (40 μl) precursor solution was spin coated on PEDOT:PSS at 1,500 r.p.m. for 
30 s, followed by a 70 °C annealing for 2 min. After spinning, 150 μl of FAI/MACl 
solution was dropped on the precursor film and the excess solution was spin dried 
immediately by another 1,500 r.p.m. spin for 30 s. The film was then annealed on a 
100 °C hotplate before it was transferred to the evaporation system to fabricate the 
ETL and electrode.

Two-step BIG-processed FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 PSC fabrication. The 
first-step precursor solution SnI2/PbI2/MASCN/CsI/PySCN (40 μl) was spin 
coated on the PEDOT:PSS substrate at 1,500 r.p.m. for 30 s. Then, 200 μl of the 
second-step FAI precursor solution was dropped on the precursor film followed 
by an immediate spin of 1,500 r.p.m for another 30 s. The delay between applying 
FAI and the second-step spinning needed to be finished within 1 s. The film was 
then transferred to a 50 °C hotplate for 3 min for the diffusion of FAI and full 
transformation of the perovskite phase. Afterwards, the film was transferred 
to a 120 °C hotplate for 7 min for further grain growth. The annealed film was 
then sealed and transferred to the evaporation system to fabricate the ETL and 
electrode.

2-T perovskite/perovskite tandem solar cell fabrication. Poly(triaryl amine) 
solution (80 μl) was spin coated on the ITO substrate at 4,000 r.p.m. for 30 s 
and then the substrate was annealed at 100 °C for 10 min. DMF (70 μl) was spin 
coated at 4,000 r.p.m. for 10 s to improve the wettability of the poly(triaryl amine) 
surface prior to wide-bandgap perovskite deposition. The perovskite precursor 
was spin coated at 500 r.p.m. for 3 s and then at 4,000 r.p.m. for 60 s. During the 
4,000 r.p.m. step, 750 μl of diethyl ether was applied dropwise in the centre of the 
substrate to facilitate the crystallization. After that, the substrate was annealed 
at 60 °C for 2 min and at 100 °C for 5 min. Next, the substrate was transferred to 
the vacuum chamber. C60 (20 nm) and BCP (5 nm) were thermally evaporated 
sequentially. The substrate was then transferred to the radio-frequency 
magnetron sputtering system. A 130 nm ITO layer was sputtered from the  
76.2 mm ITO target (In2O3/SnO2 90/10 wt%; Lesker) at a 70 W power under an 
Ar pressure of 2 mtorr. Then, PEDOT:PSS diluted with IPA (volume ratio 1:1) 
was spin coated on the sputtering ITO layer, followed by 5 min of annealing on 
a 100 °C hotplate in air. After annealing, the film was immediately transferred to 
a glove box for the BIG-processed FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 layer deposition, 
which followed the same process as discussed above. Finally, the film was 
transferred in a sealed box to the thermal evaporation system to evaporate the 
ETL and electrode.

XRD. A Rigaku Ultima III XRD with Cu Kα radiation was used to measure 
and analyse the crystal structure and properties of the one-step processed 
and conventionally processed low-bandgap mixed Sn–Pb perovskites, the 
FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 precursor films at each stage during the BIG process, as 
well as the films with different concentrations of PySCN passivation.

SEM. A high-resolution field-emission Hitachi S-4800 SEM was used to 
measure the top-view and cross-sectional images of the conventional processed 
low-bandgap mixed Sn–Pb perovskites and the FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 
precursor films at each stage during the BIG process, as well as the films with 
different concentrations of PySCN passivation.

KPFM. Scanning KPFM measurements were performed in an Ar-filled glove 
box using a Vecco D5000 atomic force microscope. A PPP-EFM tip was operated 
in tapping mode for the cross-sectional potential distribution. The electrical 
resolution was ~10 mV. In the junction measurement, we cleaved the solar cell to 
expose the cross-sectional surface; the ITO was grounded and various bias voltages 
were applied to the Ag side. No polishing or ion-milling treatment was introduced 
to the sample preparation to avoid artefacts.

PDS measurement. PDS measurements were collected using a custom system 
(PTS-3-PTD, Sciencetech Inc.) operated in transverse configuration51 over a 
spectral range of 1,400–800 nm (0.89–1.55 eV) in 10 nm steps. The monochromatic 
pump beam was modulated with a mechanical chopper at 0.2 Hz. The probe beam 
was a 633 nm laser of a nominally 300 μm cross-sectional diameter. Perovskite 
films were placed into a quartz cuvette, which was then filled with Fluorinert (C6F14 
fluid) while inside a nitrogen-purged glove box. PDS measurements were collected 
for perovskite films without exposure to the atmosphere. The Urbach energy of 
perovskite films was calculated by the linear fitting of the corresponding PDS 
curve. The Urbach energy was determined by the inverse of the slope of a linear fit 
to ln(α/αg) below bandgap, where α is the absorption coefficient spectra and αg is 
the absorption coefficient at the bandgap energy. The standard error in the slope 
was scaled with the square root of a reduced chi-squared statistic (the linear fit; 
Origin 2020).

1H NMR spectroscopy. The proton spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance III 
NMR spectrometer with a DCH Cryoprobe at 600 MHz. The data were collected at 
22 °C using a one-pulse sequence with a 30° flip pulse of 3.3 μs, acquisition time of 
2.7 s. and a recycle delay of 1 s.

TPD-MS. The TPD-MS measurements were performed using a built-in-house 
TPD system. The mass spectra in a range of 1 to 150 atomic mass units were 
recorded by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Stanford Research System, 
RGA 300) using a custom LabVIEW program, following a previously reported 
procedure. For a typical TPD routine, the furnace temperature was ramped up 
from room temperature to 500 °C at a ramp rate of 1.67 °C min–1.

TOF–SIMS. An ION-TOF TOF-SIMS V spectrometer was used for depth 
profiling and chemical imaging of the perovskite. Analysis was completed using 
a three-lens 30 kV BiMn primary-ion gun. 1D profiles were completed utilizing 
the Bi3+ primary-ion beam (0.8 pA pulsed beam current) and a 50 × 50 µm area 
was analysed with a 128:128 primary beam raster. Sputtering for surface cleaning 
and depth profiling was accomplished with 1 kV oxygen and caesium ion sputter 
beams (~5 nA sputter current for each source) with a raster of 200 × 200 µm. After 
completion of the SIMS measurements, the depth of the SIMS sputter craters was 
determined by optical interference light microscopy to convert the SIMS sputter 
timescale to a sputter depth scale.

TRPL. TRPL measurements were conducted using a time-correlated single-photon 
counting module (Becker & Hickel Simple Tau SPCM 130-E/M module). Samples 
were excited by a 532 nm pulsed laser (~5 ps pulse width, ~150 μm spot diameter; 
Fianium model SC400-2) at ~1010 photons pulse−1 cm−2. Radiative recombination 
events were detected via an InP/InGaAsP near-infrared photomultiplier 
tube detector (Hamamatsu H10330A-45) after dispersion by an iHR-320 
monochromator grating (900 g mm–1, 850 nm blaze). PL decay curves were 
biexponential in nature and fitted by iterative reconvolution with the measured 
system response function. The mean photogenerated carrier lifetime for the 
biexponential fit was calculated by the weighted-average method.

SE and unpolarized transmittance measurement. Immediately following PDS 
measurement, each film was removed from the C6F14 fluid into the laboratory 
ambient for SE and unpolarized transmittance measurements. Both measurements 
were collected using a multichannel rotating-compensator spectroscopic 
ellipsometer (M-2000FI, J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.) over a spectral range of  
1676–210 nm (0.74–5.89 eV). The SE and unpolarized transmittance measurements 
were collected at a 70° and 0° angle of incidence, respectively, with the SE being 
measured in terms of N = cos(2ψ), C = sin(2ψ)cosΔ and S = sin(2ψ)sinΔ, where ψ is 
the amplitude ratio and Δ is the phase difference between p- and s-polarized light 
waves, respectively, N, C and S are the non-zero elements of the isotropic Mueller 
matrix. The combined time for sample mounting, alignment and data acquisition 
for these two measurements, that is the length of time the films were in the 
laboratory ambient air, was approximately 2–3 min.

PSC characterization. The PSCs were encapsulated with cover glasses and then 
sealed by ultraviolet-curable epoxy before conducting the J–V measurements, 
MMP tracking measurements and EQE measurements in the ambient air. J–V 
curves were measured under 100 mW cm−2 AM 1.5G solar irradiation (PV 
Measurements Inc.) with a Keithley 2400 Source Meter.

The light intensity for the J–V measurements was calibrated by a standard 
silicon wafer solar cell and the PSCs certified by Newport. The MMP tracking 
measurements for both the FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 single-junction PSC and 
the fabricated 2-T tandem cell were conducted in air under a full-spectrum 
one sun illumination without any light filter. The humidity of the measurement 
environment ranged from 40 to 60%. Especially, the single-junction 
FA0.85MA0.1Cs0.05Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 PSC was tracked under room temperature, whereas 
for the 2-T tandem cells the environment temperature was kept at 25 °C to 
limit the water and oxygen ingression through the encapsulant from the humid 
measurement environment. A 0.1 cm2 area mask was used to define the active 
area of a PSC. A quantum efficiency system (model IVQE8‐C, PV Measurements 
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Inc.) was used to measure the quantum efficiency of the PSCs. A standard silicon 
wafer solar cell was used as the reference for the EQE measurement. We used 
bias illumination to measure the EQE for the 2-T tandem cell. The EQEs of the 
top and bottom subcells were measured by exposing the 2-T tandem cell under 
530 and 940 nm LED lamps, respectively, to saturate the other junction during 
EQE measurement. The thermal stability tests were conducted by ageing the 
PEDOT:PSS-free devices on a hotplate at 85 °C in a nitrogen glove box. The devices 
were then encapsulated and periodically taken out to the ambient air for J–V 
measurements. Once the measurement of a device was done, the device was placed 
back on the hotplate in the glove box immediately to prevent the inevitable leakage 
and oxidization.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All data generated or analysed during this study are included in the published 
article and its Supplementary Information.
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    Experimental design
Please check: are the following details reported in the manuscript?

1.   Dimensions

Area of the tested solar cells
Yes

No
0.12 cm2

Method used to determine the device area
Yes

No
The device area is defined by the overlap area between the ITO pattern and the 
shadow mask for the metal electrode.

2.   Current-voltage characterization

Current density-voltage (J-V) plots in both forward 
and backward direction

Yes

No
Forward and reverse voltage scans.

Voltage scan conditions 
For instance: scan direction, speed, dwell times

Yes

No
Forward and reverse voltage scans. The scan speed for single-junction cells is 130 
mV/s. The scan speed for 2-T tandem cells is 200 mV/s.

Test environment 
For instance: characterization temperature, in air or in glove box

Yes

No
J-V measurement for both single-junction and 2-T tandem cells were conducted in 
ambient air and at room temperature. 

Protocol for preconditioning of the device before its 
characterization

Yes

No
No preconditioning was applied before characterizations.

Stability of the J-V characteristic 
Verified with time evolution of the maximum power point or with 
the photocurrent at maximum power point; see ref. 7 for details.

Yes

No
Figure 4g, supplementary Figure 28, 29, 30 and 32.

3.   Hysteresis or any other unusual behaviour

Description of the unusual behaviour observed during 
the characterization

Yes

No
Negligible hysteresis was observed.

Related experimental data
Yes

No
Figure 4b and e, Supplementary Figure 12.

4.   Efficiency

External quantum efficiency (EQE) or incident 
photons to current efficiency (IPCE)

Yes

No
Figure 4c and f.

A comparison between the integrated response under 
the standard reference spectrum and the response 
measure under the simulator

Yes

No
Figure 4b and c, Figure 4e and f.

For tandem solar cells, the bias illumination and bias 
voltage used for each subcell

Yes

No
We used bias illumination to measure the EQE for 2-T tandem cells. The EQE of top 
and bottom sub-cells were measured by respectively exposing the 2-T tandem cell 
under a 530 nm and 940 nm LED lamp for saturating the other junction during 
measurement.

5.   Calibration

Light source and reference cell or sensor used for the 
characterization

Yes

No
The light intensity for J–V measurements was calibrated by a standard silicon wafer 
solar cell certified by Newport. A standard silicon wafer solar cell was used as the 
reference for the EQE measurement. The description can be found in the Method.
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Confirmation that the reference cell was calibrated 
and certified

Yes

No
The light intensity for J–V measurements was calibrated by a standard silicon wafer 
solar cell certified by Newport. A standard silicon wafer solar cell was used as the 
reference for the EQE measurement. 

Calculation of spectral mismatch between the 
reference cell and the devices under test

Yes

No
There is spectral mismatch between our simulator and the AM1.5 G spectrum. The 
simulated solar spectrum  is slightly higher than the reference in the wavelength 
range of 500 to 700 nm and slightly lower than the reference in the wavelength range 
of 700 to 1100nm. Overall, the uncertainty of estimated tandem JSC for tandem cells 
was ~4%, and was underestimated by the slightly underestimated JSC of the low-
bandgap mixed Sn-Pb subcell.

6.   Mask/aperture

Size of the mask/aperture used during testing
Yes

No
0.1 cm2

Variation of the measured short-circuit current 
density with the mask/aperture area

Yes

No
We measured the short-circuit current density with an identical mask.

7.   Performance certification

Identity of the independent certification laboratory 
that confirmed the photovoltaic performance

Yes

No
We calibrated our solar simulator by a standard silicon wafer solar cell and a Newport 
certified low-bandgap PSC made by our group before (Nature Energy (2) 17018 
(2017)).

A copy of any certificate(s) 
Provide in Supplementary Information

Yes

No
We don't have a certification.

8.   Statistics

Number of solar cells tested
Yes

No
Figure 4a caption, Supplementary Figure 2 caption, Supplementary Figure 4 caption, 
Supplementary Figure 10 caption, Supplementary Figure 15 caption, Supplementary 
Figure 17 caption.

Statistical analysis of the device performance
Yes

No
Discussion of Figure 4a, Supplementary Figure 2, 4, 10, 15 and 17.

9.   Long-term stability analysis
Type of analysis, bias conditions and environmental 
conditions 
For instance: illumination type, temperature, atmosphere 
humidity, encapsulation method, preconditioning temperature

Yes

No
Methods, Figure 4g, supplementary Figure 28, 29, 30 and 32.
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